
 
 
 

Virsig Recognized as One of America’s Fast Growing Security System Integrators 

Honored as Being Named #22 out of 50 Nationwide Companies 
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April 20, 2017 – (New York, NY) Virsig, LLC has been recognized as the number 22nd fastest-
growing security system integrator in North America by Security Dealer and Integrator (SD&I) 
magazine. Virsig, a federal and state certified Service-Disabled Veteran-Owned Business 
(SDVOB), is a network-centric technology company that has a distinct focus on electronic security 
systems. 
 
The ranking was announced in the April 2017 edition of SD&I’s magazine, which published their 
Fast50, an annual market research and rankings program acknowledging the fastest-growing 
security dealers and integrators in the country. Those selected as part of the Fast50 list run the 
gamut from new to well-established firms. These firms are recognized and ranked based on their 
year-to-year percentage and revenue growth over a three-year period; this provides the ability to 
recognize all kinds of companies, large and small; thus, every firm has an equal chance to earn a 
ranking in the program.  
 
Brian Valenza, CEO of Virsig said, “It’s always humbling, and an honor, to be recognized by your 
peers, it makes all the hard work we do, to provide our clients outstanding service, even better.” 
 
Security Dealer & Integrator magazine is the voice of the channel for security and fire system 
resellers, service providers, product distributors and monitoring firms. The magazine covers 
industry business trends and technology solutions that impact the businesses of electronic security 
dealers and integrators working in commercial, industrial, government and residential markets. 

Based in New York City, Virsig has its finger on the pulse of secure IP computer networks, 
monitoring, management, and maintains a strong focus on security technology. Its products and 
services help secure infrastructure and individuals; this includes surveillance and video 
management systems, access control, active shooter detection systems, and intelligent data systems 
for critical infrastructure. Virsig is online at www.virsig.com. 
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